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Introduction

This document highlights Mr. Donald Marshall’s experiences as a REM driven clone at the cloning center(s) when he is unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone version of himself through the process of consciousness transfer from his original body to his REM driven clone located at a remote location at the above ground cloning center in Canada whenever Mr. Marshall sleeps and reaches REM sleep in his original body. This document allows the reader to have a further source of reference regarding the most important information concerning the Illuminati, which is “The Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture”. This document is written for the express purpose of detailing Mr. Donald Marshall’s experiences as a REM driven clone and it is therefore not intended as a guide which explains the technicalities of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture or to answer frequently asked questions concerning the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. Rather it is written for the express purpose to document Mr. Donald Marshall’s plight as an unwilling attendant of a highly advanced, technologically driven nightmare, and it highlights Mr. Donald Marshall’s urgent plea for the public to save him from this technologically driven nightmare: REM driven human cloning. Readers should refer to “Empowerment by Virtue of Golden Truth” (Marshall 2015b) for a full discussion on the subject of “REM driven cloning”; as well as, “Exposing the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, Volume: 1, Frequently Asked Questions” (Marshall 2016) for answers to frequently asked questions.

The most important distinction the reader should make when reading this document exists in the fact that there is indeed a reality which takes place here on 3D physical earth, where original people MEET “as cloned” versions of themselves. People meet as (REM driven) “cloned versions”: that is the ultimate distinction the reader should invest considerable time understanding; because once the reader understands and accepts this distinction, it becomes much easier to understand and accept that the public figures mentioned by Mr. Marshall have indeed exerted the punishments which Mr. Marshall describes from his experiences whenever Mr. Marshall is unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. The person who sleeps controls the REM driven clone VIA their consciousness, and ultimately, Mr. Marshall’s experiences adds another layer to reality; a reality which many are currently unfamiliar with and may not so readily accept. Nevertheless, Mr. Marshall’s experiences adequately portrays, that this world IS indeed “a deception within a deception mixed with reverse psychology” because Mr. Marshall’s accounts gives the reader a snapshot into the lives and actions of HOW public figures, as well as others behave, when they believe they are operating under complete secrecy and they will never be held accountable for their actions.

It is evident to the fact that Mr. Donald Marshall has met many of the high profile figures he speaks of as “REM driven clone versions” because Mr. Donald Marshall speaks very negatively of many high profile figures in society, as demonstrated in this document and not ONE person in over four years has addressed Mr. Donald Marshall for the slander of her / his name. It is a very serious and reputation damaging accusation to call another person a “paedophile”, and yet, NOT ONE high profile figure has addressed Mr. Donald Marshall on this issue or taken Mr. Donald Marshall to court to clear their name of such an accusation.
Therefore look to the law if you must (Public Interest Disclosure Act (PIDA) 1998 section 43B, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act (ERRA) 2013 section 17; The Serious Crime Act 2015 section 41.3ZA, Computer Misuse Act (1990) Section 3A), in order to understand that Mr. Donald Marshall IS providing accurate and detailed factual information regarding his REM driven cloning experiences, otherwise Mr. Donald Marshall would have been fined or imprisoned many years ago for either: slandering names, (possibly) inciting a public panic and using a computer to do so.

Once you have finished reading this document, if Mr. Donald Marshall’s dilemma resonates with you; then SHARE this document as far and as wide as you can, and inform as many people as you can. This is the action (sharing Mr. Marshall’s documents) which must first take place to free Mr. Marshall from his plight of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture: a large percent of the population must first know about Mr Marshall’s dilemma, and FEEL COMPELLED to help Mr. Marshall escape his dilemma, because knowing about Mr. Marshall’s predicament and choosing to be inactive, is simply inadequate given seriousness of Mr. Marshall’s plight. You must also FEEL COMPELLED to SHARE Mr. Marshall’s disclosures so that Mr. Marshall’s situation concerning the Illuminati and REM driven cloning is known on a large scale publicly. Once Mr Marshall’s dilemma is known publicly by a large percent of the population, this is when a large percentage of the populace can take further action by rallying and demanding independent polygraph tests for individuals involved with the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. The independent polygraph results of individuals involved with REM driven cloning will further illustrate and CLEARLY demonstrate, the reality of REM driven cloning.

Mr. Marshall needs the help of one million active and brave people, to join, read and subscribe to his Facebook account, so that when Mr. Marshall has one million active and brave people, Mr. Marshall will have a large percentage of the population who CLEARLY understand Mr. Marshall’s dilemma concerning REM driven cloning and more. When such a milestone is reached, this is when a large percent of the population can protest and demand that Illuminati members submit to independent polygraph tests for their involvement with REM driven cloning. Mr. Marshall currently has over 12,000 people who bravely and openly subscribe to Mr. Marshall’s Facebook account, although the real figure concerning people who know of Mr. Marshall’s dilemma is likely to be in the tens of millions. It is Mr. Marshall and his Facebook friends’ plea, that IF: Mr. Marshall’s eyewitness accounts resonates with you and you LEGITIMATELY FEEL COMPELLED to help, that you take the required action by SHARING Mr. Marshall’s disclosure documents as far and as wide as possible, and show support for Mr. Marshall by subscribing to Mr. Marshall’s Facebook account. Let’s work together and free Mr. Donald Marshall and others, from the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning grip, as soon as possible. Read / Print / Download / Share.

List of Abbreviations:

3SG1: = Third person singular (first respondent, etc.)
DM: = Donald Marshall
A menagerie of torture exerted on Donald Marshall’s REM driven clones

DM: More torture...

It has been a menagerie of different things at the cloning center. The REM driven clones of people sitting in the stands at the cloning center get bored of random people just punching and kicking my REM driven clones around, so the Illuminati mix up the torture of my REM driven clones by shooting arrows at my REM driven clone; throwing different stuff at my REM driven clone; then talking down to me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center; then they start threatening that if I don’t stop talking about the Illuminati and disclosing all their nefarious deeds and secrets, I’ll be tortured as a REM driven clone (when I reach REM sleep, and they activate my REM driven clone through the process of consciousness transfer) and possibly killed in my original body if I don't stop disclosing all the evil they wield against humanity. NEW development: whatever the Illuminati are doing to my REM driven clone at the cloning center is making me have the warning signs for a stroke in my original body during my waking hours. With the exception of my heart I'm very healthy. However, I have been having these episodes of low blood sugar feeling attacks in my original body as a result of the torture carried out on my REM driven clones when I go to sleep. It is affecting my original body; even my hearing becomes 90% muffled in my original body; I then lay on the floor on in my original body until the muffled hearing passes... The Illuminati are growing more confident again because there isn't a public panic yet and therefore they are turning up the heat on my REM driven clones at the cloning center by torturing my REM driven clones more and more at the cloning centers. I do not know what to do in order to speed up the shutdown of the cloning centers and stop the Illuminati from continuing to torture my REM driven clones when I go to sleep. April 10, 2012 at 2:28pm

Donald Marshall’s health gets worse because of REM driven clone torture

DM: My health is getting worse. Members of the Illuminati are getting more confident and turning up the heat on me on my REM driven clones at the cloning center. The Illuminati members think my efforts will fizzle into nothing. Also, whatever they are doing to me from the cloning center is giving me the warning signs for a stroke, in my original body, during my waking hours (in real life) and I’m only 36. It is almost like a low blood sugar attack... It is not good. I have got to lie on the floor until these feelings (of low blood sugar attacks) pass. These feelings of low blood sugar attacks are directly because of the Illuminati and whatever they are doing from the cloning center to me. The Illuminati told me this directly (as REM driven clones at the cloning center). I hope I do not have a stroke. My disclosures are hard enough for people to come to terms with, and it will be less accepted if I am drooling and
asking for pancakes... I do not know what to do... but keep mailing and spreading my whistle blowing disclosures, documents and testimonies and try and save my life...

April 12th 2012

Kristen Bell tries to entice Donald Marshall to willingly attend the cloning centers

DM: Last night an actress named Kristen Bell was present at the cloning center as a REM driven clone of herself to talk and bother me (as REM driven clones). Kristen Bell as a REM driven clone of herself, was trying to entice me to stay willingly with the Illuminati (and attend the cloning centers willingly) and continue to make the odd song for the Illuminati as a REM driven clone from the cloning center. As a REM driven clone, I said “No.” Kristen Bell’s REM driven clone then screamed at my REM driven clone, as we were surrounded by 400 REM driven clones all sitting in the stands, all watching like it is some kind of idiot theatre. This (American actress) Kristen Bell is having a very hard time getting famous she says (as a REM driven clone at the cloning center). People cannot remember her name she says (as REM driven clone at the cloning center). I asked her as REM driven clones “Why the hell is she telling me??” Kristen Bell’s motive was just to be seen by the celebrities, rich and political people who were sitting in the stands as REM driven clones, and have herself seen and heard at the cloning center, like most (who seek attention at the cloning center) there do. The Illuminati are not giving up yet. They are STILL transferring my consciousness from my original body (when I go to sleep and enter REM sleep) to my REM driven clone against my will, and activating me at the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of me with no signs of stopping. The Illuminati REM driven clones told me they would stop transferring my consciousness and activating REM driven clones of me at the cloning center but they lied. My only hope of freedom and survival is world knowledge of REM driven cloning and the cloning centers. Help me my friends. I’ll remember everyone that helped me in the end (when the cloning centers are shut down and the Illuminati are crushed).

OH listen: a couple of months ago while at the cloning center as a REM driven clone the Illuminati members made me make a song while my REM driven clone was drugged. It is a new song out now: “on the other side of a street I knew, stood a girl that looked like you” (Called “Drive by” performed by “Train” (TrainVevo 2012)... but you will like this: originally the words were “ON THE UPSIDE OF A DOWNWARD SPIRAL... MY DOCUMENT WENT VIRAL!” The Illuminati made me change that part of the song (as a REM driven clone, at the cloning center) to “My love for you went viral...” –and then the Illuminati members got mad because they said it sounds like the song is now talking about an STD [Sexually transmitted disease]... The Illuminati fear the letter though guys... and every time someone new reads the letter [Donald Marshall Proboards 2012] as well as my other disclosure documents: (Marshall 2015a; Marshall 2015b; Marshall 2016 etc) I become one step closer to salvation. Continue to spread the truth guys. This will work. It HAS to. April 12, 2012 at 6:38pm
April 14th 2012

Queen Elizabeth II’s fake promises; keep sharing Donald Marshall’s disclosures

DM: UPDATE: I’ve been promised by Queen Elizabeth II as REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center last night, that she (Queen Elizabeth II) will cease and desist as long as I stop talking about Illuminati, Freemasonry and the cloning stations (paedophile hideouts). However, as a REM driven clone versions of herself at the cloning center, Queen Elizabeth II has told me the above statement many, many times (as REM driven clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center)... yet the Illuminati have always transferred my consciousness from my original body to my REM driven clone unwillingly when I reach REM sleep, and they have always brought me back to the cloning center as a REM driven clone despite their promises... The mailing of my letter is having an impact... keep going my friends, you are saving my life.

April 17th 2012

Share; share, share. Keep exposing the Illuminati’s REM cloning subculture. It is working!

DM: Share; share, share.

The mailing of my letter must be having an effect. The Illuminati are trying to bribe me into silence when then they activate me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center now. Then they threaten to kill me by torturing my REM driven clones and do disgusting things to me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center... keep up the good work my friends, you just may save my life... April 17, 2012 at 9:46pm

3SG1: How does mailing your letter help save your life?

DM: Well the way it helps is that when more and more of the populace learn of my situation, REM driven cloning, the cloning centers and all the evil the Illuminati do... each night, with the exception of two nights ago (when I went to sleep) the Illuminati members try to be nicer and nicer to me. The Illuminati entice me with empty promises and threats of this and that. However, when more and more people are learning about my situation, REM driven cloning, and the cloning centers etc. the more it stings the Illuminati; it leaves the Illuminati a little exposed... United States President, Barrack Obama attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone of himself, and talks to Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself, nearly every night (when they go to sleep). Everyone who attends the above ground cloning center in Canada where I am unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone know all about me and what I am writing right now, including United States President, Barrack Obama and Queen Elizabeth II.
DM: United States President, Barrack Obama and Queen Elizabeth II as well as many others who attend the above ground cloning center located in Canada where I am activated as a REM driven clone, review my Facebook posts on a big screen (as REM driven clones of themselves) at the cloning center nightly... When the loyal Illuminati members (as REM driven clones of themselves) review my posts on the big screen from the cloning center these REM driven clone versions of original people give me dirty looks... and I retort by saying “Yeah... and what you piggish bastards?!” To which these loyal Illuminati members either have another REM driven clone at the cloning center attack my REM driven clone or beg me to stop talking. The Illuminati members then tell me as REM driven clones at the cloning center: “You are going to mess up the normal order of the world” to which I reply “Promise never to bring me here ever again!” “Sorry about the heart damage Don, goodbye” they will reply and deactivate my REM driven clone at the push of a button. However, the next night when I go to sleep and reach REM sleep... the Illuminati transfer my consciousness to my REM driven clone stored at the cloning center (located within a 5 hour drive radius of the Robert Pickton Farm in Canada) and I open my eyes at the cloning center as a REM driven clone yet again, like I always do, although the Illuminati promised in the past never to bring me there again.

Queen Elizabeth II, as a REM driven clone of herself at the cloning center will be crying, and begging me (also a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center) “Please reconsider Don, we love you; you’ve been with us since childhood; we need you to oversee the musical sphere of our organisation” –and as a REM driven clone at the cloning center I will reply to Queen Elizabeth II’s REM driven clone by saying “Rot in hell, you pig-faced putrid child murdering hag thing!” This is when Queen Elizabeth II’s REM driven clone attacks my REM driven clone by scratching and biting my REM driven clone, while she makes sounds like a retarded cat, as she bites and scratches me. I will usually be tied down when I am activated as REM driven clone at the cloning center to a stainless steel table while Queen Elizabeth II’s REM driven clone attacks me. Then the same attacks (biting and scratching) will be carried out by Queen Elizabeth II’s REM driven clone the next night, when I go to sleep and I am activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center through the process of consciousness transfer; and the next night, and the next night; and the night after that. It gets boring for the celebrities who are sitting in the stands as REM driven clone versions of themselves, so Queen Elizabeth II (as a REM driven clone of herself) tries to mix up the torture... “Oh today if Don refuses to join us [The Illuminati] or doesn’t make a new song, I’m going to beat him (his REM driven clone) with a bat.” or “I am going to lance him through with a long sword” etc. Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone will use any excuse to attack me as a REM driven clone. If I am NOT activated at the cloning centers, as a REM driven clone, Queen Elizabeth II (as a REM driven clone of herself) has no reason to speak really at the cloning center.
DM: Furthermore, as a REM driven clone of herself, Queen Elizabeth II is the most retarded show-off camera attention seeker there... Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center wants a reason to be seen in the spotlight at the cloning center, so Queen Elizabeth II terrorises me as a REM driven clone version of myself everyday! And now people are mad she hasn’t let me go sooner because they do NOT want their names mentioned and I am about to write Document2 which will contain a long list of names of people who have attended the cloning centers as REM driven clone copies of themselves, as well as other information the world must know. Keep spreading the word people. The Illuminati are very worried about it, so spreading my letter must be working... The Illuminati and the cloning centers MUST be shut down... April 19, 2012 at 4:18pm

April 22nd 2012

More empty promises from the Illuminati REM driven clones

DM: The Illuminati members as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center are only talking to me when I am activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center (through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone while I sleep and reach REM sleep) instead for torturing my REM driven clones, for the past three days. Yappy, yap, yap... “Stop talking about us [the Illuminati] and we will not clone you”. *Laughter* The Illuminati will clone me regardless. The Illuminati are very worried now. The mailing is having a good effect. April 22, 2012 at 7:25pm.

April 24th 2012

All the Illuminati can do is “deny”; keep exposing REM driven cloning. It is working!

DM: Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center has been doing most of the speaking whenever I am unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center (through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone located at the cloning center, whenever I reach REM sleep –at home in bed), for the past few days I have been activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center and Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center assures me that if I stop talking about the Illuminati (and REM driven cloning) I won’t be activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center or cloned anymore. I haven’t been hurt as a REM driven clone when I have been activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center in the last three days. The Illuminati members as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center are very worried and concerned about the multitude of people spreading the letter and are asking me as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, to again erase my Facebook account, delete my Hotmail email address, and never speak about the Illuminati and their REM driven cloning subculture ever again... This is working! The Illuminati are very worried now.

3SG1: Tell ‘Lilli-bet’ I said “Shut the f*** up!” That old cobweb pussycat having battleaxe; and even if your Facebook account and Hotmail gets erased you message will be spread. I’m not afraid. Tell her [Queen Elizabeth II] to come and get me.
DM: *Laughter* I know. The Illuminati have said to me as REM driven clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center that killing me (my original body) will not make a difference. Killing me will just make people angrier. The Illuminati are just going to have to weather the storm... Deny, deny, deny. It is all the CAN do they said – deny the fact that they do have such highly advanced technologies today and do meet in secret through the process of consciousness transfer from their original bodies to their REM driven clones. All they CAN do is deny that REM driven cloning technology exists. The Illuminati are waiting for people to start demanding answers to REM driven cloning; the cloning centers and all which I have disclosed. The Illuminati will refuse polygraph tests and hide in their houses behind guards; we have discussed this topic at length, trust me, at LENGTH as REM driven clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center. All the Illuminati can do is deny the existence of REM driven cloning; deny the existence of the REM driven cloning subculture and the existence of such highly advanced technologies – denying is all they can do they said. The Illuminati are afraid now. Continue my friends. April 24, 2012 at 10:05pm.

April 25th 2012

Phil Reece, Queen Elizabeth II, and a few celebrities punish Donald Marshall as REM clones

DM: The Illuminati members punished my REM driven clones badly when I was activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center (through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone located at the cloning center). The last three days when I was activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, the only thing the Illuminati members (also REM driven clone versions their original selves) did was talk to me (as REM driven clones at the cloning center). However, last night the Illuminati punished my REM driven clones badly; a few celebrities harmed my REM driven clones, including Queen Elizabeth II (as a REM driven clone of herself, Queen Elizabeth II harmed my REM driven clones); as well as Phil Reece. Phil Reece is a Commissionaire (doorman in uniform) for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (C.S.I.S). Phil Reece as a REM driven clone of himself smashed me when I was activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. Phil Reece (as a REM driven clone of himself) got a bat and smashed my REM driven clone to a pulp at the cloning center. I’ll tell you about the experience later in a new update. April 25, 2012 at 4:21pm.

April 25th 2012

Donald Marshall dies three times as a REM driven clone. Help him expose the Illuminati

DM: UPDATE: Well... the Illuminati members got me badly when I was activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center last night (through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone located at the cloning center when I sleep and reach REM sleep, 90-110 minutes after first falling asleep). Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself, had my REM driven clone placed in a small room just of the concourse off the main arena of the cloning center and Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself said “So I’m a pig-faced smelly hag am I?” Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself said that while smiling at me (I am also a REM driven clone at the cloning center).
DM: I responded (as a REM driven clone) “Yes [Queen Elizabeth II] you are among many other things. You are a child murderer; a drunk senile pervert; and a remarkable pathetic loser!” All said by me as a REM driven clone to Queen Elizabeth II’s REM driven clone version at the cloning center with a straight face. Moreover, my REM driven clone body was chained to a black wooden cross; and my REM driven clone’s body was chained upright with my back supported on a wooden base. I have been activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center many times, and I have been a REM driven clone at the cloning centers many times. Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself leaned in and bit me on my cheek (my REM driven clone’s cheek) and growled and shook her head around like a dog as she continued to bite me (as REM as a driven clone at the cloning center).

Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself at the cloning center, then grabbed my REM driven clone’s testicles and crushed my (REM driven clone’s) testicles in her hand slowly, all the while shaking her retarded fat head as she had her teeth in my (REM driven clone’s) cheeks, snarling in a weird-like manner; as she tried to look evil for other REM driven clones in the auditorium who do not even like her (Queen Elizabeth II). I could not breathe or scream; I just seized up and I couldn’t curl into a fetal position because I was chained hand and foot to the cross when Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself, did this to my REM driven clone version of me at the cloning center. Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center then let go of her grip on my (REM driven clone’s) cheek and my (REM driven clone’s) testicles; and as a REM driven clone version of herself, Queen Elizabeth II left the small room; laughing and saying something I missed, and as a REM driven clone, because I was too hurt to register it.

After Queen Elizabeth II, as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center left the room, this is when Phil Reece a Commissionaire (doorman in uniform) for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (C.S.I.S) came into the room and said “Oh Donny she’s [Queen Elizabeth II] furious.” As if she has a right to be?! As a REM driven clone of myself at the cloning center I responded to Phil Reece (also a REM driven cloning at the cloning center) by saying “Leave me alone retard” –in a messed up voice, because I could barely talk from the hurt carried out by Queen Elizabeth II (as a REM driven clone version of herself, against my REM driven clone at the cloning center). Phil Reece, also a REM driven clone of himself at the cloning center, then responded “You called us heathen filthy perverts Donny! You said God hates us and you’re talking about us too much!” As a REM driven clone version of me at the cloning center, I shrugged and said “It is all true, and I have no choice but to talk about this”. This is when Phil Reece a Commissionaire (doorman in uniform) for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (C.S.I.S), also a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, started punching my REM driven clone in the face; punching me in the head; punching my REM driven clone’s body; and Phil Reece (as a REM driven clone at the cloning center) just kept hitting my REM driven clone with body blows; then Phil Reece, as a REM driven clone of himself at the cloning center grabbed a bat and literally started smacking my REM driven clone in the face with the bat... My consciousness faded to black in that REM driven clone body and I died in my first REM driven clone body (of the night).
DM: Ah... I was whole again and in the main arena in a new REM driven clone body (REM driven clone body number two for the night) however, I was still shaking in this fresh new REM driven clone body and messed up because my consciousness was still registering the pain from the last death as a REM driven clone (that is: from REM driven clone body number one for the night). I couldn’t walk or talk in my second REM driven clone body for a prolonged period of time, and when I could walk and talk, my mother and the Cohoons (my mother’s married-in family) also REM driven clones of themselves, were talking to me from the front row of the cloning center, just behind the hockey boards, saying “Donny we are a bunch of Gaolers [incestuous paedophile perverts] are we?!” As REM driven clones at the cloning center, the Cohoons like to think they are celebrities just because they know me. The Cohoons think: I am their link to the stars at the cloning center. The celebrities who attend the cloning centers as REM driven clones of themselves do NOT even like the Cohoons and the celebrities have told the Cohoons this as REM driven clones at the cloning center. The celebrities think the Cohoons (my mother’s married-in family) are some of the grossest human beings at the cloning center(s) for selling out their own relative. The celebrities like to backwards rationalise to themselves in the sense that “Yes... well I do scummy stuff as a REM driven clone at the cloning center but at least I am not like one of those Cohoons”.

After I was beaten to death in my first REM driven clone body, the Cohoons left the front row just behind the hockey boards where they were seated to attack my second REM driven clone body. Gordon Cohoon, Tom Cohoon, and Tony Cohoon (Gordon, Tom and Tony are brothers), my step father and two step uncles all smashed my second REM driven clone body badly for “insulting” their good name and including them in the letter [Donald Marshall Proboards 2012], and Gordon Cohoon, Tom Cohoon and Tony Cohoon, as well has my step father, and two step uncles, have previously smashed REM driven clones of me at the cloning center for including them in the letter (Donald Marshall Proboards 2012) in the past. My consciousness faded to black in my second REM driven clone body and I died again, for the second time that night as a REM driven clone.

I was then activated in my third REM driven clone body (for the night) and I was now chained to the wooden cross with a wooden base in the main arena now. Brand new REM driven clone; REM driven clone body three (for the evening); and who is looking at me as a REM driven clone version of herself when my vision cleared? Mila Kunis! Mila Kunis; the actress from “That 70’s Show”. “Go on Mila” Queen Elizabeth II’s as a REM driven clone said to Mila Kunis’ as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. As a REM driven clone Miss Kunis was shaking and looking down, when I yelled at her (as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center) and said “What the hell do you want, you scummy little whore? Oh you are gonna hurt me? What a surprise!” As a REM driven clone of herself at the cloning center, Mila Kunis then responds “I’m mad at how you said I look like a ring tailed lemur; saying my eyes are huge in your letter”, so I replied (as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center) by telling Mila Kunis’ REM driven clone version of herself “Yes I did say that and whatcha gonna do? Your eyes are abnormally large. Yes; and I included you [Mila Kunis] in the letter because you hurt me [as a REM driven clone] WHILE I was writing the letter. So too bad b**** go back to your home planet!”
DM: As a REM driven clone at the cloning center, Mila Kunis then brings a bat and points it at my (REM driven clone’s) face and I said (as a REM driven clone) “Oh my bat!” As a REM driven clone duplicate at the cloning center, Mila Kunis was shaking as if she knew and didn’t think what she was about to do was right, then Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center said “Mila!” and then Mila Kunis as a REM driven clone at the cloning center started smashing my REM driven clone body with the bat vertically. Mila Kunis (as a REM driven clone at the cloning center) hit my REM driven clone right above the forehead; then Mila Kunis (as a REM driven clone) hit me on the top of my REM driven clone body’s head and she kept smashing my REM driven clone body in the face with the bat until my consciousness faded to black in my third REM driven clone body and I died again as a REM driven clone. I died three times as a REM driven clone last night at the cloning center.

I was then activated into my fourth REM driven clone body (for the night). Then, as a REM driven clone version of herself, Queen Elizabeth II’s face appeared in front of mine and then the blurriness around her head cleared, as my vision in my fourth REM driven clone body became clearer. As a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center, Queen Elizabeth II said to me smugly (as REM driven clones) “We’re not afraid Dun. We will be bringing you here [cloning center] for the rest of your life and you will make the new songs or you will be tortured [as REM driven clones]!” In my fourth REM driven clone body (for the night), I did not say anything in response to Queen Elizabeth II’s comment (as a REM driven clone of herself at the cloning center).

My consciousness was still registering the pain from the three REM driven clone deaths (from REM driven clone body number one to REM driven clone body number three for the night). I was too dizzy and messed up from the hurt carried out on my REM driven clones and dying three times as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. Then as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center Queen Elizabeth II said “Just kidding Dun. This was a grand finale” –and Queen Elizabeth II carried on talking while smiling, as REM driven clone at the cloning center and said the following: “We’re not bringing you here anymore. You’re boring anyway. Stop talking about us or we will bring you back for more [torture]”

I died three times as a REM driven clone last night when I went to sleep (at home, in my bed) and had my consciousness transferred from my original body to my REM driven clone which is located at the cloning centers and I was killed three times as a REM driven clone. Consciousness is linked and therefore the torture of my REM driven clones affects me physically in my original (real) body. My heart (in my original / real body) is weak today as a consequence of suffering three deaths as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. Help me spread the letter [Donald Marshall Proboards 2012] my friends [as well as disclosure documents: Marshall 2015a; Marshall 2015b; Marshall 2016 etc] or I am going to die in my original body from the REM driven clone torture the Illuminati exert on my REM driven clones at the cloning center. Help me spread the word my friends. Document2 will be coming very soon.
May 1st 2012

The Illuminati REM clones BEG Donald Marshall to “sugarcoat” events at the cloning center

DM: Last night when I was activated at the cloning center as a REM driven clone (through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone, when I reach REM sleep in my original body, which takes 90-110 minutes after first falling asleep to reach REM sleep) the Illuminati REM driven clones told me (as a REM driven clone version of myself, at the cloning center) to “Sugarcoat everything; leave out details and exclude some people”. As a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, I told the Illuminati REM driven clones “No!” The Illuminati REM driven clones cried, as well as other things; they then begged me and stated that I should “Sugarcoat and leave out details because people will most likely call for their deaths”. As a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, I responded to the Illuminati REM driven clones by stating “I’ll get out of this place and have it shut down!” The Illuminati REM driven clones are acting like it is done and they are defeated... Celebrities are ready to spoof me with a vengeance on sketch comedy and variety television shows like “Saturday Night Live” or any television show for that matter; because they are desperate. The Illuminati’s confidence is gone now; their arrogance has been replaced with fear and sadness...

Whatever it is that everyone has done is having an awesome effect. The Illuminati REM driven clones did not even hurt my REM driven clones last night at all. As a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center last night, I was chained to a cross but the Illuminati REM driven clones never did anything to my REM driven clone last night at the cloning center. If informing the population about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture slows down or stops though, the Illuminati REM driven clones will resume the torture of my REM driven clones and continue. What everyone is doing is definitely working. Thank you all so much. I appreciate it more than you realise. Keep spreading the truth about the Illuminati and their REM driven cloning subculture.

May 2nd 2012

Angela Merkel Chancellor of Germany, and Vladimir Putin versus Donald Marshall

DM: Last night at the cloning center, while I was in restraints as a REM driven clone version of myself, the Illuminati REM driven clones instructed Angela Merkel Chancellor of Germany, who was also a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center, to talk to me. As a REM driven clone version of herself, Chancellor Angela Merkel just wanted to show-off for the other REM driven clones sitting in the stands watching. Everyone who attends the cloning center as REM driven clone versions of themselves are beyond bored of Queen Elizabeth II’s nasty raspy croak with accent. So, as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center, last night was Chancellor Angela Merkel’s turn to try and convince me to stay in the REM driven cloning subculture. Chancellor Angela Merkel as a REM driven clone version of herself offered me (also a REM driven clone of myself at the cloning center) promises of no more REM driven clone torture; the opportunity to just hang out at the cloning center as a REM driven clone; make songs as a REM driven clone and have REM driven clone sex with celebrities at the cloning center. As REM driven clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center I told Chancellor Angela Merkel “No! It is no surprise you are here talking to me because it is only the fat, smelly, ugly, old and scummy people who are the biggest supporters of “The Diddle Dome” [cloning center]".
DM: As a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center, Chancellor Angela Merkel cried after hearing my response to her offer, and as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center I laughed while Chancellor Angela Merkel cried and I told Chancellor Angela Merkel as her REM driven clone version of herself “To go and sit her fat butt down, I do not know her” and “I hate her for hurting me before [as REM driven clones at the cloning center], and I don’t want to look at her or speak to her [as REM driven clones at the cloning center]”. This time, as a REM driven clone version of herself, Chancellor Angela Merkel let out a fake cry for the on looking crowd of REM driven clones sitting in their seats watching, and Chancellor Angela Merkel as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center left my presence to go and sit back in her seat.

This is when Vladimir Putin, also a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center spoke up, “I don’t like what you say to Angela. I like Angela” Vladimir Putin said as a REM driven clone of himself. To which as a REM driven clone version of myself I replied to Vladimir Putin who was also a REM driven clone at the cloning center, in the following manner, “Shut up Russian Corky!” Vladimir Putin hates it when I call him “Russian Corky” when we are REM driven clones of ourselves at the cloning center. As REM driven clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center Vladimir Putin has attacked multiple REM driven clones of me at the cloning center many times. Moreover, as a REM driven clone version of himself Vladimir Putin has also tortured my REM driven clones many times and therefore in response to his comment about Chancellor Angela Merkel I replied, as a REM driven clone at the cloning center “Shut up Vlad. You’re a retard and nobody wants to see you” –something along those lines.

As a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, Vladimir Putin advanced towards me while I was in restrains as a REM driven clone and stabbed me as REM driven clone of myself three times in the side of my REM driven clone body; and with the third stab at my REM driven clone body, Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone version of himself left the knife in my REM driven clone body and twisted the knife a little and asked me, as a REM driven clone at the cloning center “You won’t call me that anymore, will you?” As a REM driven clone in restrains at the cloning center, I couldn’t talk; I just shook my head left to right to signal “No”, and Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center pulled out the knife from the side of my REM driven clone body. As soon as Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone version of himself, pulled out the knife I told him once again, as REM driven clones at the cloning center “Shut up Corky”; then I said a few choice words about how he Vladimir Putin is retarded and a child molester; and I made fun of his syndrome (Vladimir Putin has condition such as “Down’s Syndrome”) and I also mocked his fake Spetsnaz credentials.

After hearing my choice words and mocking comments, as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, Vladimir Putin was half weeping and crying as if we were old pals and he turned dramatically and left my presence to sit back in his seat located over the hockey boards at the cloning center. Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone of himself at the cloning center, then threatened me (as a REM driven clone) to stop talking about the Illuminati REM driven cloning subculture and asked me to stop while I was still in restrains as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center. As a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, Vladimir Putin also told me, as REM driven clones at the cloning center “That I do not know what I am doing” –with respect to fully disclosing the Illuminati REM driven cloning subculture to the public. Therefore, as a REM driven clone of myself, I replied to Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone of himself that “I am getting out of this place [cloning center] one way or another!”
DM: Keep helping me guys. It IS working *smile*. I can handle Chancellor Angela Merkel’s four punches to my REM driven clone and Vladimir Putin’s three stabs to my REM driven clone. Continue spreading the truth about the Illuminati REM driven cloning subculture; I will persevere. This REM driven cloning subculture and the cloning centers must be stopped. I will keep the status reports going so that everyone knows that I am not dead.

May 3rd 2012

**Thanks to your efforts Donald Marshall is not activated as a REM driven clone**

DM: UPDATE: Well last night the Illuminati did not activate me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center at all (through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone, when I reach REM sleep, at home in bed. It takes 90-110 minutes to reach REM sleep after first falling asleep). I was worried as I laid in bed just before falling asleep, hoping I would not be activated as a REM driven clone in the cloning center, and have my consciousness transferred to my REM driven clone, where I open my eyes at the cloning center as a REM driven clone while the Illuminati REM driven clones are yelling in my face as a REM driven clone for hours on end (until I wake up in my original body) yet again. For the first time in a while, the Illuminati did not activate me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. I had a period where I was not activated as a REM driven clone for three days in a row a few weeks ago and I thought I might be clear from being activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, but no; on the fourth day the Illuminati activated me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. The Illuminati REM driven clones do NOT like the descriptions I post the following day about the cloning center each time I am activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center; the Illuminati REM driven clones do NOT like it when I mention who says what as a REM driven clone version of themselves at the cloning center; the Illuminati REM driven clones really do not like that. Hopefully, I will not be activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, tonight either.

Had it not been for you guys, the Illuminati would be activating REM driven clones of me nightly at the cloning center whenever I sleep and reach REM sleep. Thanks to you guys the Illuminati have stopped activating me as REM driven clones for a few nights at a time. This is only happening thanks to your efforts. Thank you and continue.

The spreading of the truth and informing the public about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture is going even better than I thought it would; it is going better than “THE ILLUMINATI” thought it would too. I will keep you updated; continue to spread the truth about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture; we need large public crowds angry and demanding answers and polygraph tests about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture.
May 4th 2012

The Illuminati have not activated Donald Marshall as a REM clone for two nights in a row

DM: The Illuminati have not activated me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center for two days now. Informing the public about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture is working. People are spreading the information about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture all over the world. It is getting big now. It is the second day in a row the Illuminati has not activated me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. It is because of your help; keep up the good work my friends. The Illuminati are very frightened and worried right now. The Illuminati are worried about being fully exposed for the first time in over thirty years that I can recall, given my experiences with the Illuminati as REM driven clones at the cloning center.

May 9th 2012

The Illuminati REM driven clones resume torturing Donald Marshall as a REM driven clone

DM: Well... the Illuminati REM driven clones got me badly when I was activated me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center (through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone located at the cloning center) last night. I am in the process of getting internet connection and a tablet. I will mail with vengeance once I have internet connection and a tablet. Stick with me guys, this is going to work.

I will be detailing my recent REM driven cloning experiences at the cloning center when I receive the tablet. Furthermore, someone is supposedly coming to visit me tomorrow night and video record me with a good camera. You can then have a clear look at me; people will then be able to verify that I look more like the image on the Megadeth Album cover “The World Needs A Hero” (2001). Things are going well. I will upload the video recordings taken of me as soon as possible, once the video recordings are completed. May 9, 2012 at 10:37pm

3SG1: Sorry to hear that they did it again, Donny. I am still walking with you and sharing what I can, where I can.

3SG2: I am sorry to hear this... Make sure you do whatever you can to continue exposing these evil f***s!

DM: The video will be made as soon as possible and posted as soon as possible. Hi 3SG1, and thank you for your efforts. 3SG2 you know I will. I have no choice really... May 10, 2012 at 4:03pm
May 12th 2012

*Time is quickly running out for the Illuminati... continue exposing REM driven cloning*

DM: **GOOD NEWS:** There are many REM driven clones at the cloning center that are now dropping out of the REM driven cloning subculture... Furthermore, as REM driven clone versions of themselves, at the cloning center, many are saying that they’ll talk about the REM driven cloning subculture publicly if they are not deactivated as REM driven clones at the cloning center and left alone... People who attend the cloning centers as REM driven clone versions of themselves know what is coming and want to get out of the REM driven cloning subculture before the wave of good people against the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture washes over them... The REM driven clones who usually sit in the stands at the cloning center are now standing up in the stands, and are now demanding that I am released from the cloning center and never activated as a REM driven clone again... Other people who are activated as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center are trying to save themselves. Furthermore, as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center, Beyoncé, Jay Z, and Kanye West want everyone to know that they are leaving the REM driven cloning subculture and want Donny left alone. Beyoncé, Jay Z, and Kanye West have said as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center that “They will not be torturing me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center for songs anymore, or participating in the REM driven cloning subculture”. It is like rats jumping a sinking ship [‘in other words you can tell something is about to fail when a large group of people begin to leave...]”... The Illuminati and their REM driven cloning subculture is almost done now. Thank you everyone, but we are not finished just yet...  **May 12, 2012 at 2:47pm**

The Illuminati REM driven clones also told me, when I was a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center last night, “That it is only a matter of time now, and they will have to weather the storm and they hope that the populace is merciful”.  **May 12, 2012 at 4:55pm**

DM: The Illuminati’s time is quickly running out. As REM driven clones at the cloning center, the Illuminati REM driven clones are literally terrified the public will Lynch them and tear them apart. The Illuminati members are afraid there will be no trial for cloning the publics’ children against their will; the Illuminati REM driven clones are also afraid there will no trial for transferring the consciousness of the publics’ children to their REM driven clone duplicates whenever the publics’ real children went to sleep in their original bodies, and entered REM sleep (90-110 minutes after first falling asleep) and were then activated as REM driven cloned children located at a remote location (cloning centers) here on 3D physical earth and torturing the publics’ children as REM driven clones. Moreover, the Illuminati members are also afraid there will not be a trial for using the publics’ children as REM driven cloned mini sex slaves. Then there is the Illuminati’s involvement in murdering real people in real life...  **May 12, 2012 at 5:09pm**

May 13th 2012

*You guys are awesome! Continue exposing the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture*

DM: You guys are awesome. We are winning. I am putting my nephew in the video
recording with me, when I can get him to come over to my place. My nephew has been a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center approximately twenty times. My nephew has NOT been activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center for many years, but he wants to help me. Keep up the good work my friends. The Illuminati REM driven clones are still asking me to ‘sugarcoat’ the entire REM driven cloning subculture when I have been activated as a REM driven clone recently. The Illuminati are desperate, and as REM driven clones at the cloning center, the Illuminati REM driven clones told me (as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center) “Killing me would only make me a martyr now”. The Illuminati REM driven clones also mentioned that “They are just waiting to weather the storm as best as they can...” [In other words they are just waiting to deal with a very difficult problem which they will face]. May 13, 2012 at 9:59pm.

Moreover, as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center, Queen Elizabeth II said that she may announce abdicating the throne (publicly), and give Prince Charles of Wales The Crown; and as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center Prince Charles of Wales said “He wants The Crown sometime this century”. However, anything could happen; the Illuminati REM driven clones have been feeding me misinformation for the past month when I am activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, because I tell the world exactly what they are doing and saying as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center. May 13, 2012 at 8:09pm.

May 14th 2012

Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh asks Donald Marshall to “sugarcoat” his experiences

DM: Last night when I was activated as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh and his wife Queen Elizabeth II as REM driven clone versions of themselves, approached me in the center of the dirt arena to talk to me as REM driven clones at the cloning center. As a REM driven clone of himself Prince Philip told me as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center that: “I have to sugarcoat the details or the world would end and people would overthrow governments around the world that were involved [in the REM driven cloning subculture]”. As a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, Prince Philip also stated “[H]is mother [Princess Alice of Battenberg] would be vilified for all time” –and as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, I responded to Prince Philip who was a REM driven clone version of himself by stating “She [Princess Alice of Battenberg] deserves to be.

Then as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center Prince Philip said to me as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center “I do not know what they [the Illuminati members] have got planned. As long as I sugarcoat they [the Illuminati members] will show edited highlights of my best swordfights as a REM driven clone at the cloning center (I lost more swordfights as a REM driven clone, than I won) and spear fights as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center; as well as the best highlights of me making songs as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center”.

DM: Then as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, Prince Philip continued with the following “The world will adore me and love me more than anyone on earth for what I have been through [as REM driven clones and in real life] but so long as I sugarcoat...” and I was also told while I was a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, by Prince Philip as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center to say “[to the public] I’ve exaggerated” and then as a REM driven clone version of
himself at the cloning center, Prince Philip smiled and said “We know you will do the right thing when the time comes”. As a REM driven clone version of myself, I responded to Prince Philip as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center by smiling and saying “Yes, I will...”

3SG1: Tell the truth, Donald. Always tell the truth! If some b*****d is hurting you, tell them exactly what you think of them; do not be afraid pal! Tell them that millions of us out here know about their evil doings. Tell them that because it is the truth. The truth is the most [powerful] weapon against lying, Zionist, Nazi, W*****S!

DM: Nothing but the truth my friend. I assure you. There is no need to lie or exaggerate. I couldn’t exaggerate about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture; it is that bad... and there is even worse things to disclose. The Illuminati members are afraid now thanks to all of you. Keep going, it is almost over, and I smell freedom... May 14, 2012 at 8:15pm

3SG1: I’m a pressure man myself. I can take pressure. We are turning up the pressure, Don. If those B*****S hurt you; we will make them POP! And I don’t mean POP music either! Also, stay away from Steve [Steven Joseph Christopher] Donald. Steve is screaming crazy, and then some!

3SG2: Don’t sell out. Tell the truth. Sounds like they [Illuminati members] are scared or they would not have offered you that.

3SG3: The right thing is to be true to yourself; I hope you know that. In doing so, you set the tone and climate for others to do the same.

DM: I am NOT selling out. Steven Joseph Christopher has shown his true colours. I wish Steven Joseph Christopher would just go away now! May 15, 2012 at 6:05pm

3SG3: Steven Joseph Christopher is no help to you. In fact, Steven Joseph Christopher would only bring more chaos. Steven Joseph Christopher is totally self-involved.

DM: AND in closing, the Illuminati REM driven clones released my REM driven clone from the cloning center last night with no torture to my REM driven clone(s). The Illuminati REM driven clones did not even touch me (as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center). The Illuminati members are afraid now because I document everything here on Facebook and various other websites and forums. I have all of you to thank for the fact the Illuminati REM driven clones did not torture me last night... we are in the home stretch my friends. It’s ‘all over but the crying’ [in other words the things which make you sad can be over, and what has happened has happened, and now you are left to cope with what happened]. Keep spreading the word on the Illuminati’s REM driven human cloning subculture. I appreciate your efforts more than you realise. May 14, 2012

May 15th 2012

As REM driven clones, Queen Elizabeth II stabs Donald Marshall repeatedly for many hours!

DM: I was activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center again last night when I went to sleep (which happens through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone when I reach REM sleep in my original body. It takes approximately 90-110 minutes to reach REM sleep after first falling asleep). I thought I was clear of the cloning center and was no longer going to be activated as a REM driven clone at
the cloning center... However, last night, as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center, Queen Elizabeth II had my REM driven clone paralysed and Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself advanced towards me in the dirt circle, when I was a REM driven clone of myself at the cloning center. As a REM driven clone of herself, Queen Elizabeth II walked slowly with a grimly smile, not like her usual smile she displays at the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of herself. Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself also had a facial expression which displayed “angry eyebrows” and Queen Elizabeth II said to me as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center “Stop! Or you will suffer [suffer] Dun! [Don].”

At this point, as a REM driven clone of herself Queen Elizabeth II began stabbing me as REM driven clone of myself... Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone herself must have wanted me to talk because she did not stab my REM driven clone in the lungs... I would have drowned in blood as a REM driven clone of myself had Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself stabbed me in the lungs when I was REM driven clone at the cloning center... All of the stabs carried out by Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself was to non vital areas of my REM driven clone body. As a REM driven clone of myself, I mostly screamed as Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself continued to stab me until I reached a state of delirium as a REM driven clone of myself at the cloning center. Then as a REM driven clone version of herself Queen Elizabeth II kept talking but as a REM driven clone version of myself, I could not register her words and the last words I heard was “So Dun... blah, blah”. As a REM driven clone of myself I was so weak from blood loss, and my vision went blurry in my REM driven clone body, that I did not respond to whatever Queen Elizabeth II said as a REM driven clone version of herself said; and then Queen Elizabeth II as her REM driven clone self said “Oh ignore me will you? You’ll get a few more stabs for that! ...blah, blah, blah”

As a REM driven clone of herself, Queen Elizabeth II knew I had suffered too much blood loss as a REM driven clone of myself and therefore I could not respond. As a REM driven clone version of myself, I only squeaked a little, trying to say anything so that the ancient retard [Queen Elizabeth II] did not stab me again as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center. However, as a REM driven clone of herself, this was Queen Elizabeth II’s plan; then someone sitting in the stands as a REM driven clone version of themselves yelled “YOU’RE GONNA KILL HIM!” (he meant: in my original body, in real life, because consciousness is linked; Petkova and Ehrsson 2008; Ehrsson 2013) like another person who was also a REM driven clone version of themselves at the cloning center did the last time something like this happened.

DM: My heart in my original (real) body is not feeling good because of the REM driven clone torture which was carried out on my REM driven clones by Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself at the cloning center, when I went to sleep last night. I am all shaky in my original (real) body today. The stabbing of my REM driven clone by Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself went on for many hours; then my consciousness was deactivated from REM driven clone body one (for the night) and my consciousness was put into a second REM driven duplicate clone body of mine (for the night) and Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself repeated the process of stabbing me as a REM driven clone version of myself in my second REM driven clone body (for the night)... Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself repeated the process of deactivating my consciousness from one REM driven clone body and activating...
my consciousness into a different REM driven clone body; and as a REM driven clone version of herself, Queen Elizabeth II kept stabbing me as REM driven clone version of myself for many hours; and then I was completely deactivated as a REM driven clone for the night.

The latest video I have made [detailing the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture] is forty-five minutes long. The video was made last night. Unfortunately the file is too big and it will take approximately four hours to upload that particular video. When I have Wi-Fi internet connection at home I will just upload this forty-five minute video while I sleep. Keep up the fight my friends. Soon I am going to tell you about Area 51 and flying saucers... The information about Area 51 and flying saucers is not nearly as fabulous as you may think. Furthermore, the flying saucers should have said “US Air Force” instead of the strange hieroglyphics. Now I am going to respond to questions in threads as well as messages in inbox.

May 15th 2012

_Tila Tequila suffers at the hands of the Illuminati members_

DM: The Illuminati members are now messing with Tila Tequila, when she is activated as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center. The Illuminati members are also messing with Tila Tequila in her real life. The Illuminati members are messing with Tila Tequila because Tila Tequila no longer wants to be a REM driven clone sex slave when she goes to sleep (which happens through the process of consciousness transfer from her original body to her REM driven clone, where she must have (REM driven clone) sex at the cloning center, as REM driven clone version of herself, while her original (real) body sleeps) in exchange for fame and fortune (in real life) that she received from the Illuminati. Tila Tequila wants to leave the Illuminati REM driven cloning subculture now, and no longer wishes to be a REM driven clone sex slave. Tila Tequila wants to stop being a REM driven clone sex slave now; and not when she is much older and her physical looks have faded. Tila Tequila wants to stop being a REM driven clone sex slave now. The Illuminati members are making an example of Tila Tequila when she is activated as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center and in real life. The Illuminati members are making an example of Tila Tequila so that no other ‘Hollywood whores’ [people who agreed to be REM driven cloned sex slaves in exchange for promotion] would follow suit.

DM: You “sold your soul” Tila [in other words, the use of her REM driven clone to the Illuminati, to be used by the Illuminati however the Illuminati pleases]. You sold your soul Tila... to Queen Elizabeth II... good luck getting it back. I will help Tila Tequila talk about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture; maybe even save her life. Tila Tequila knows me; and as a REM driven clone version of herself Tila Tequila has watched me as a REM driven clone version of myself make songs at the cloning center. Tila Tequila as a REM driven clone version of herself has also watched me get tortured at the cloning center when I have been activated as a REM driven clone. You better hurry and start talking Tila...

3SG1: Her plight has been going on for a while; years.
3SG2: Each story makes me sadder. It must end [the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture must end]!

3SG3: She [Tila Tequila] wasn't even that famous. Did you send her a [Facebook] friend request?

DM: Yes, that is what Tila Tequila does as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center: Tila Tequila has (REM driven clone) sex with Illuminati members at the cloning center in exchange for fame and promotions. If she says the word “clone” publicly “She will die” – that is exactly what the Illuminati members said as REM driven clone versions of themselves when I was activated as a REM driven clone. No I am not [Facebook] friend requesting Tila. As REM driven clones at the cloning center, Tila Tequila tortured me and showed off by torturing my REM driven clones to the Illuminati members, as well as, to the REM driven clones which were sitting in the stands when she thought she was an Illuminati member... However, if she no longer wishes to be a part of the Illuminati REM driven cloning subculture and Tila Tequila wishes to leave the Illuminati REM driven cloning subculture permanently, I will help her talk. Tila Tequila can come to me though. Do not feel bad for her though... because as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center, she has watched children get murdered on video and she said “Yeah, we’re evil!!!” Tila Tequila is a rotten little b***h! I will still help Tila Tequila though; I guess... she might help me too. May 15, 2012 at 7:29pm

3SG4: I remember we had a conversation about Tila Tequila and you said “She was a pig and an evil b***h”, so I am not surprised with what you are saying about her today. Since you are a better person, you should definitely try to help her [if she permanently wants to leave the Illuminati REM driven cloning subculture] as it would seem to me that when these idiots sign up [sell the use of their REM driven clone to the Illuminati] they have no idea what they are doing and all they see is fame and fortune, not torture and misery.

DM: Exactly 3SG4, I will help her [Tila Tequila]. Tila Tequila’s mind is probably fragmented from all she has seen as a REM driven clone version of herself at the cloning center. Tell Tila Tequila that I will help her if she is willingly to speak publicly about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. The Illuminati members will not kill her then if she starts talking about REM driven cloning publicly because there will be too many people watching and waiting to see if anything will happens to her... She needs to message me. May 15, 2012 at 8:24pm

3SG4: Well... Tila Tequila told the world on her online blogs about the Illuminati then she had a brain aneurysm.

DM: Tila Tequila survived the brain aneurysm because the Illuminati members let her survive... The Illuminati members could have easily given Tila Tequila another brain aneurysm... easily [by applying a constant electrical current to her REM driven clone; it will cause Tila Tequila to have a brain aneurysm in her original (real) body because consciousness is linked; Petkova and Ehrsson 2008; Ehrsson 2013]. May 15, 2012 at 10:10pm

3SG4: They [the Illuminati] only need the right chemical catalyst and then it is easy to kill without looking suspicious or avoid the possibility of finding foul play.
DM: No [the Illuminati do not do that if they want to avoid suspicions]. The Illuminati members simply turn on a different kind of clone [Mark 3 or Mark 4 clone –which operates on dual consciousness] at the cloning center and harm that clone while a person is awake and walking around in real life [and because consciousness is linked, harming the clones which operate on dual consciousness will affect a person in real life when a person is awake and walking around in their original (real) body]. Furthermore, the Illuminati members [some doctors are Illuminati members] also put microchip implants into original (real) people, when people are IN hospital and under anaesthesia... The Illuminati members have many methods... undetectable methods... which they can use to kill any person of their choice... Ask Tila Tequila for proof *laughter*. Tila Tequila does not know where the cloning center is either although she has attended the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of herself since childhood and remembers her REM driven clone experiences. May 15, 2012 at 10:24pm

May 16th 2012

Images of apocalyptic earth and further pleas for Donald Marshall to “sugarcoat” events

DM: Last night when I went to sleep and the Illuminati activated me as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center (which happens through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone, 90-110 minutes after first falling asleep and when I have reached REM sleep in my original body), I did not get hurt as a REM driven clone version of myself. The Illuminati REM driven clones just talked me to as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center and showed me videos at the cloning center of apocalyptic earth and many such similar things. The Illuminati REM driven clones told me to go along with their plan when the time comes...

3SG1: “Apocalyptic” huh? Well do these people even know what the word “apocalypse” even means? It means “the revealing of a secret” –so they plan on revealing themselves? Just a thought...

DM: The Illuminati REM driven clones did not do anything to me last night, when they activated me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. However, as REM driven clones at the cloning center, the Illuminati REM driven clones asked me to “sugarcoat” everything I have disclosed, again and kept talking “blah, blah, and blah”. The Illuminati REM driven clones also told me when I was activated as a REM driven clone that “I was going to mess up the established order of the world”. As a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, I responded “Nah. The world just has to replace some world leaders; shut down a few monarchies; shut down The British Monarchy most importantly, and have the cloning centers shut down... the world will recover after this”. The Illuminati REM driven clones did not touch me when I said this as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center.

DM: Instead they replied by stating “I did not know what I was doing...; sugarcoat and omit details or you will die”. As a REM driven clone at the cloning center, I responded to their comment by laughing and saying “I will do whatever I must to get myself free from these cloning centers [and REM driven experiences]”. At this point the Illuminati members deactivated my REM driven clone (which can be done at a push of a button) without another word said by the Illuminati members. You all made that possible. In the past the Illuminati REM driven clones would have tortured me on a rack as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center for all the other REM driven clones and real people trapped in the cloning center to see. The Illuminati REM driven clones do not do this now... thanks to you. It is not over yet though... there is much more to tell... May 19, 2012 at 6:19pm
May 17th 2012

The disclosure of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture is going well

DM: The disclosure of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture is going well. Once I have Wi-Fi internet connection at home I will tell everyone many details to do with REM driven cloning... such as why Chris Brown beat up Rihanna (in real life) and bit Rihanna at the time... the incident has to do with REM driven cloning. I will not fold like Tila Tequila. I will not leave details out either like Tila Tequila does.... I will tell you about Chris Brown and Rihanna tomorrow. I have to go home soon. May 17, 2012 at 10:15pm

May 18th 2012

Chris Brown’s and Rihanna’s fist-fight explained; “REM driven cloning” caused their fist-fight

DM: OK, the reason Chris Brown and Rihanna had a fist-fight publicly has to do with REM driven cloning. One evening when I was activated as a REM driven clone (which happens through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM driven clone when I enter REM sleep, 90-110 minutes after first falling asleep), I opened my REM driven clone eyes at the cloning center, and I was sitting in the stands this time, and I was not in the center of the dirt arena like I usually am as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. As a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center Chris Brown was chained to the same black wooden cross I have been chained to as a REM driven clone of myself many times. Many celebrities were sitting in the stands as REM driven clone versions of themselves, watching the spectacle... and it turns out Rihanna and Chris Brown thought it would be “sexy cool” to torture Chris Brown as a REM driven clone of himself just a little bit... Phil Reece is a commissioner (doorman in uniform) for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (C.S.I.S) in real life and Phil Reece has tortured me as a REM driven clone of myself at the cloning center many times, however, this time, Phil Reece as a REM driven clone version of himself was sitting next to me in the stands of the arena and he told me, as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center what was happening between Chris Brown and Rihanna as REM driven clone versions of themselves.

DM: As a REM driven clone version of herself, Rihanna advanced towards Chris Brown also a REM driven clone version of himself, with a knife, and as REM driven clones, Rihanna gave Chris Brown a shallow stab to the shoulder... As a REM driven clone of himself Chris Brown screeched and looked around the cloning center embarrassed from his screeching sound which came out of his mouth... Then as REM driven clone versions of themselves, Rihanna stabbed Chris Brown again, and as a REM driven clone version of himself Chris Brown screeched in a higher pitch this time because the stab was deeper... After the second stab to Chris Brown’s REM driven clone body Chris Brown said to Rihanna as REM driven clones: “OK b****h, that’s enough. It hurts too bad!” However, Rihanna as a REM driven clone of herself had a trance-like-look on her face as if someone was using MK Ultra (mind control) technology on her REM driven clone and Rihanna said to Chris Brown, as REM driven clones “Don’t worry baby, it’s just clone pain” and with a fixed gaze, as a REM driven
clone of herself, Rihanna continued to stab Chris Brown as a REM driven clone version of himself.

As a wounded and hurt REM driven clone version of himself, Chris Brown kept screaming in a high pitch frequency like a woman... then Rihanna began to shake as a REM driven clone version of herself but stated once more “It’s just clone pain baby”; and with a worried look on her face, and shaking as a REM driven clone Rihanna run the knife down Chris Brown’s REM driven clone body; from Chris brown’s chest to his abdomen on Chris Brown’s REM driven clone body... this time Chris Brown as a REM driven clone version of himself couldn’t talk [because Chris Brown as a REM driven clone of himself, was in too much pain]... someone in the crowd as a REM driven clone version of themselves shouted “REEEE!”; and as a REM driven clone of herself, Rihanna snapped out of her trance, but once again she said “But it’s just clone pain...”; and as a REM driven clone of himself Chris Brown was crying and said “I’ll show you some pain, b***h”; then Chris Brown, as a REM driven clone of himself, was helped off the black wooden cross which he was chained to. Furthermore, as a REM driven clone of himself, Chris Brown was supported, as walked off into the concourse. As a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, I laughed when I saw this happen to Chris Brown as a REM driven clone of himself, and I started mocking and making fun of the situation by saying “Oh you think it is “funny”; “sexy cool” getting tortured [as a REM driven clone]? None of you can withstand that stuff [REM driven clone torture]. That was dumb!” I ended up getting smashed and tortured as a REM driven clone of myself that night, which was the norm, anyway. Moreover, when Rihanna and Chris Brown went to court, look at what Rihanna quoted Chris Brown as saying just before they started fighting and IT IS DOCUMENTED: Chris Brown said exactly “You just did the stupidest ever! Now I’m really going to kill you!” See The Smoking Gun (2009) in the reference section; the court document is provided on this website which can be found top left on the website under Chris Brown’s and Rihanna’s image or at the end of the article on the website “VIEW SOURCE DOCUMENT”. Chris Brown’s quote can be found on page 5 by clicking “NEXT” located at the top right hand corner of the “SEARCH WARRANT AND AFFIDAVIT”. When Chris Brown and Rihanna started fighting publicly, Chris Brown was losing the fight to Rihanna and he had to resort to biting Rihanna... Look up what Chris Brown said to Rihanna just before they fought publicly (The Smoking Gun 2009). After that incident, Chris Brown and Rihanna have never did any “sexy torture” to each other as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center...

Contact Information

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148
Press Ctrl+Click (hold “Ctrl” on your keyboard and left “Click” with your mouse, on the image to your right to be taken to my Facebook page).

My Facebook timeline starts from March 2012. All posts are “Public” and therefore newcomers should start reading from March 2012, in order to fully understand the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture and more. You may start reading my Facebook
public timeline from May 18th 2012, ONCE you have finished reading each document listed as “Volume 1” in the series.

**Donald Marshall Proboards (Forum):**
http://donaldmarshall.proboards.com/board/1/general-board

There is a “search” function on Proboards, and you can use this function to search for and read all the disclosures I have made regarding REM driven clones, the people involved and more. I understand that it is human nature to want to know which people have been to the cloning centre as REM driven clones; therefore, use the “search” function to read about any public figure which I have already covered that you have an inkling about. You can also post anonymously on Proboards and Celine and other Administrators will transfer your question onto Facebook which I’ll answer.

**Donald Marshall Revolution:** http://donaldmarshallrevolution.com/
Donald Marshall Revolution details a brief overview of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture; it also gives the viewer the most significant information relating to my disclosures in a small and easily understood style.

**Twitter:** https://twitter.com/dmarshalltruth
Follow me on twitter and help share spread the information regarding the Illuminati and their REM driven cloning subculture.

**Email:** donny865@hotmail.com

I currently have over 35,000 unread emails in my hotmail inbox, and counting at the address above. I cannot respond to all of these messages, unfortunately, at this present stage of events. It is better to contact me through Facebook and private message me this way. You can also contact Celine on Facebook, or leave a message with Celine on the forum (Donald Marshall Proboards) and she will forward your message to me. I really appreciate everyone’s efforts and well wishes.

**Interviews**

Readers can listen to the radio interviews I have done. Listen for consistency; particularly anything which you do not hear me, pronounce clearly for the first time; the best thing to do is to pause the recording at that particular point and replay it. You should also research the statements you do not understand. Sometimes reading helps comprehension a lot faster.

One of the main reasons you should pause and replay the recordings is because: the truth has been kept hidden for so long that a lot of what I discuss in my interviews are beyond most people’s current world view; so at some points I may speak too fast for you; my audio / microphone may not be so clear so you may miss what I say etc. Others have also commented...
on the fact that they pretended ‘as if’: I was someone from the distant future sent back in time (I am NOT); to give important information to the world about highly advanced technologies which currently exist but are hidden and secret and being used against the populace. Under such a premise these people rationalised that they would not understand the information which was being presented to them straight away, and they would have to be patient in order to grasp certain concepts, technical speak, and the highly advanced technologies etc. BEFORE they can grasp the SERIOUSNESS of the information presented.

Furthermore, a friend has told me that when he first watched the Vinny Eastwood interview; he did not hear me say the word “scars” (When Vinny asked: ‘How do I know I’m the real me?’) although he replayed that particular point in the video 8 times. Everything was just beyond his current comprehension, at the time. No matter how many times he replayed that part he really could not hear me say the word “scars” –so he let that part go, and played the rest of the interview, pausing, and replaying points which he did not understand, especially to comprehend whether I was talking about my original body or my REM driven clone duplicate body. He also listened to all my interviews for consistency, to note any ‘slip ups’, or any parts of my testimonies which do not ‘add up’. He would listen to all my interviews, pausing and replaying parts he did not understand and he would reserve his judgements until he felt everything I was saying was for example as ordinary as: ‘I woke up today, brushed my teeth, and took the dog for a walk’. He was also patient to realise the truth. After listening to my interviews he would just let it ‘sink in’. A week later he would come back and listen to the same interviews, to test whether his comprehension on the topics I discuss has improved, and whether he can understand what I am saying without having to pause and repeat at certain points in my interview; and soon enough he could now hear me say “scars” at that particular point of the Vinny Eastwood interview. He had reached the point where all topics I discuss sounded to him like I’m saying everyday common place stuff that people have heard, such as: ‘I woke up today, brushed my teeth, and took the dog for a walk’. For anyone who may struggle to understand the topics I discuss: I strongly recommend you take the above approach as my friend did; soon enough, you too will realise the real truth of the world like he has: REM driven cloning, kept secret and used for sinister purposes.

I cannot say the following is true for everybody, however, an unproductive venture a complete newcomer can do is to listen to my interviews first time, all the way through, without pausing or replaying parts which they do not fully understand; if you do this, and if there is just a single part of my interviews which does not make sense to you; this will interfere with your understanding of the entire interview.

Remember, all I am discussing is technology, thousands of years advanced compared to what you currently use; available today, hidden and secret. If things start to get too complex for you, reduce it to its bare minimums: (advanced) science and technology. I hope that helps.

Another thing which I do in my interviews, that friends have picked up on, is:- because REM driven cloning has been my reality for many years; I don’t differentiate between my original body and my REM driven clone body. I just say: I did this, I did that, and Elizabeth did this and that, therefore it can become very confusing for newcomers. Please bear with me.

**As I have explained in Marshall (2016) “Volume 1: Frequently Asked Questions”, the experience of REM driven cloning is that a person LITERALLY goes to sleep in their**
original body, only to be activated by the Illuminati members as a REM driven clone, 90 -110 minutes after first falling asleep, to experience the SAME earth the person left behind when he / she went to sleep in their original body, CLEAR as daylight. When the person wakes up from sleeping, their REM driven clone drops “limp noodle” –and a person goes from having an experience on the SAME earth CLEAR as daylight in a REM driven clone body, to waking up and experiencing the same world, now in their original body, CLEAR as daylight... –the same consciousness inhabits both bodies. Therefore and naturally, because I am experiencing the same world, with a CLARITY, in a body much similar to mine (a REM driven clone body), and because I am still “me”, because it is my consciousness which resides in the REM driven clone body, and it is the same consciousness when I am experiencing the world in my original body, when I wake up from sleep; and because in each case my consciousness includes the experiences, knowledge and memories which makes me, “me” in each body: REM driven clone body or my original body; I naturally do not differentiate between my REM driven clone version, and my original body as an outsider discussing this topic and these concepts would. I understand it helps comprehension and therefore I have painstakingly done this throughout this document. Consequently, please bear with me. Everything becomes easily understood once the reader gets over this hurdle.

I hope this helps; and I hope this helps to better understand my disclosure, as well as, the interviews which I have done. On the next page you can find the links to my interviews. You can copy and paste the links to your web browser or press Ctrl+Click – (hold “Ctrl” on your keyboard and left “Click” with your mouse, on the images below) to direct you to the interviews.

### Links to Donald Marshall Interviews

**Vincent Eastwood**

Copy and paste the link below to your web browser [Vincent Eastwood 2013](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_1UiFeV5Jg&ab_channel=VincentEastwood)

OR Press Ctrl+Click (on the image below) to follow the link.
Jeanice Barcelo
Copy and paste the link below to your web browser (Jeanice Barcelo 2013).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uzgu4ekT3c&ab_channel=JeaniceBarcelo
OR Press Ctrl+Click (on the image below) to follow the link.

Lisa Phillips (CFR)
Copy and paste the link below to your web browser (Astral 7ight 2013a – 2013h).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UonnFuHJKce&ab_channel=Astral7ight
OR Press Ctrl+Click (on the image below) to follow the link.
Listen to parts 1 through 8.

Radio Presenters – Contact Donald Marshall
Any Radio Presenters who sincerely want to contact me for radio interviews on their show is welcome to do this. Please contact me through Proboards by leaving a message for me to contact you.
Professionals who understand “Consciousness Transfer” – Contact Donald Marshall

Neuroscientists, engineers or professionals who understand how consciousness transfer works, and can provide me with a detailed methodology of how to block the consciousness transfer to my REM driven clone; please message me on Proboards, and this will be greatly appreciated.

Other Sources Corroborating Donald Marshall
Bobby Ray Simmons, Jr. Also Know As “B.o.B” is an American Recording Artist and Music Producer corroborating Donald Marshall’s disclosures via his Instagram account. Support B.o.B on Instagram.

B.o.B (the American Recording Artist and music producer) is also corroborating Donald Marshall’s disclosures via his Twitter account. Support B.o.B on Twitter.

Beginners’ guide to Donald Marshall’s information presented as short documents; read, print, download, share.

A place to learn; to privately post videos, links, and news related to the entertainment industry, cloning centers, Donald Marshall, and the Illuminati... Request to join.

**Donald Marshall Public Figure Facebook Page:**
https://www.facebook.com/donald.muktar.marshall

Donald Marshall’s Public Figure page is run on his behalf, where posts from Donald Marshall’s Facebook account are transferred to this page to allow all to post, comment, read and share Donald Marshall’s information.

**Rogue 1:**
https://www.facebook.com/Rogue1DM/

A Facebook group to learn more about vril parasites; microchip bodysnatching; human cloning; especially REM phase human cloning which **must** be known and stopped.

**The Reference Palace:**
https://www.facebook.com/TheReferencePalace

A Palace, where references [relating to the Illuminati’s REM driven human cloning subculture and Donald Marshall’s disclosures], are collected, catalogued, and collated for Donald Marshall.

**whoisdonaldmarshall Instagram:**
https://www.instagram.com/whoisdonaldmarshall/

Donald Marshall’s Instagram account is run on his behalf, where posts from Donald Marshall’s Facebook account are transferred to Instagram in order to reach a wider audience and allow many more to comment, read and share Donald Marshall’s information.
All references in this document have been saved and backed-up; therefore if any link in this document, is ever deleted, modified etc. (online), let me know.
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